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Another page for YOUR BEARING NOTEBOOK
How to keep a
color press in the pink
Long-lasting precision and speed are necessary requirements
in single color offset press lithography. To meet these re-
quirements, engineers mount vital cylinder shafts and main
drive shafts of presses on Timken tapered roller bearings.
Due to tapered construction, Timken bearings carry any
combination of radial and thrust loads—hold shafts in proper
alignment. And Timken bearings eliminate all speed restric-
tions due to bearings, permitting more impressions per hour.
How to mount
press cylinders
Type TNA Timken bearings are used at each end
of this press cylinder. The bearing at the left is
fixed by clamping the double cup while the other
bearing is permitted to float. The bearing cones
are clamped on the shaft by means of an end plate
and cap screws which are locked by wiring the
heads. The double cup for both bearings has a
groove and oil holes through which the lubricant
is supplied.
TIMKE
TRADE-MARX REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.
TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS
How to learn more
about bearings
Some of the engineering problems you'll face
after graduation will involve bearing applications.
If you'd like to learn more about this phase of
engineering, we'll be glad to help. For a copy of
the 270-page General Information Manual on
Timken bearings, write today to The Timken
Roller Bearing Company, Canton 6, Ohio. And
don't forget to clip this page for future reference.
NOT JUST A BALL 0 NOT JUST A ROLLER o THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER 1=3
BEARING TAKES RADIAL AND THRUST —CD— LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION
.R.oie3e.cfuLic,
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The Cover
Symbolic of chemical research by industry,
the cover picture of laboratory glassware
was taken at the Richmond, California.
laboratories of California Research Corpo-
ration, a subsidiary of Standard Oil Com-
pany of California. Courtesy of STAN-
DARD OIL CO. OF CALIFORNIA.
The Frontispiece
"Sprouting Horsepower"—shafts and arma-
ture cores for electric motors to turn the
wheels of American industry. Courtesy of
GENERAL ELECTRIC.
PHOTO CREDITS: Pages 8-9, Portland
Cement Assn.; page 11, Battelle Memorial
Institute; page 14, General Electric.
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RALPH HANSEN of Green Bay, Wisconsin, a Standard Oil lubrication engineer,
consults with the operator of a midwest machine shop. His recommendation
lengthened by 50% the life of the cutting tools used in the automatic screw
machines. The longer period between shutdowns meant higher production levels.
How lubrication engineers help
save industry's costliest commodity
IN TODAY'S RACE for greater production,time has become one of industry's costli-
est commodities. Save time and you save
real money. The right cutting oil enables
tools to hold their edge longer, and also lets
them cut faster while they are at work.
These savings in time are a significant con-
tribution to American industry's race with
civilian and preparedness requirements.
Such was the contribution made by Ralph
Hansen. And it is just one example. Standard
Oil's lubrication engineers daily help main-
tain production capacity in many industries.
They are college-trained men with advanced
study in Standard Oil's own lubrication en-
gineering school. So, they are equipped to
help solve a great variety of problems—in-
volving not only machine tools but also
diesels, turbines, gear drives, electrical ma-
chinery —just about everything. They deal
with equipment working under extreme
heat, cold, moisture. They help select cut-
ting oils, drawing compounds, and temper-
ing oils.
New machines and new operations create
new lubrication problems. Ways must also
be found to keep old machines at peak per-
formance. Here is a real challenge to lubri-
cation engineering know-how.
Standard Oil lubrication engineers take
real pride in their training and experience
which enable them to make countless con-
tributions to the smooth running of the
national economy.
Standard Oil Company
910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 80, Illinois
STAN DAR D
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HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES OF 1952
You are cordially invited to visit Rose Polytechnic Institute during the
present school year to learn more about your college entrance and the engineer.
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how cold.
"DRY ICE" (Solid CO.. gas) refrigerates
your blood donation to preserve its life-
giving effectiveness during its flight overseas.
This same gas also sparkles soft drinks,
and helps keep food fresh.
al- the fmnfiers% of progress Rod
It's a long step from reclaiming highly critical nickel and chro-
mium to the refrigeration of whole blood — yet Air Reduction takes
it in stride.
Why? Because Airco's business is the business of America — a cor-
porate family that contributes to the basic activities of American
life and industry — a corporate family that depends on each in-
dividual member for the techniques and knowledge to benefit indus-
tries as diverse as aircraft manufacture and food packaging.
medical therapy and shipbuilding.
In fact, wherever progress is racing ahead, not inching to new
frontiers, you'll find an Air Reduction Product.
AIRCO AIR REDUCTION COMPANY, INCORPORATED
ow hot?
Oxygen bubbled through molten
stainless steel scrap, removes
impurities and reclaims badly
needed nickel and chromium.
Divisions of Air Reduction Company, Incorporated,
AIR REDUCTION SALES COMPANY, AIR
REDUCTION PACIFIC COMPANY, AIR RE-
DUCTION MAGNOLIA COMPANY... Indus-
trial Gases, Welding and Cutting Equipment
• AIRCO EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURING
DIVISION • NATIONAL CARBIDE COM-
PANY ... Calcium Carbide • OHIO CHEMI-
CAL & SURGICAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY,
OHIO CHEMICAL PACIFIC COMPANY . . .
Medical Gases — Apparatus — Hospital
Equipment • PURE CARBONIC COMPANY
... Carbonic Gas and "Dry-Ice" • AIRCO
COMPANY INTERNATIONAL . Export •
AIR REDUCTION CHEMICAL COMPANY.
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The eaviotee4: 4 Steiteohype
When an engineer undertakes profound writing, in all probability he will attempt to prod
his colleagues out of their social apathy. Often these dissertations depict a "typical" engineer
so engrossed in his slide rule, steam tables, stresses, and reactions that he is completely oblivi-
ous to his civic obligations.
Certainly, the analytical attitude required to accomplish engineering feats is indispensable
in civic improvement, government, and international affairs. So are the contributions of doc-
tors, lawyers, ministers, and teachers—professional men in whose ranks engineers are eager
to be included. So, also, are those of farmers, coal miners, bricklayers, and store clerks.
Whether the engineer has assumed his share of responsibility proportional to that ac-
cepted by the doctor or the farmer is of little importance. So long as international chaos exists,
so long as corruption is prevalent in government, so long as vast segments of the world are
poverty-stricken, neither the engineer nor the doctor nor the farmer has accepted his full civic
duty.
Yes, engineers do need an awakening of civic participation. However, the method usual-
ly employed to achieve this end is open to criticism.
The creation of an engineer stereotype, for any reason whatever, is inadvisable. The
prospective engineer, exposed to this stereotype, may conclude that the existence of a "typical"
engineer justifies his possible inclinations toward introversion. By this process, more indi-
viduals fall into the pattern which the well-meaning critics condemn, yet propagate.
The complimentary stereotype, a natural defense reaction to adverse criticism, is no more
desirable. Whether it be a simple refutation of criticism or the recent astonishing announce-
ment that chemical engineers are ideal husbands, such glorification of the engineer can result
only in increasing his egocentricity.
The engineer's self-opinion needs no encouragement. Breathes there an engineering stu-
dent who hasn't exclaimed that he was taking the world's most difficult course in the world's
most difficult school? Are there any engineers who do not finally reach the conclusion that
American greatness is entirely dependent upon the technical contributions of engineers?
Although an engineering stereotype is created for the purpose of increasing civic par-
ticipation of engineers, its effect is to develop a more self-centered engineering clique.
This self-interest, possibly a result of the immaturity of the engineering profession and
perhaps resulting from our struggle for professional recognition, can only hinder our ac-
ceptance as a profession.
A far more effective method of developing cosmopolitan engineers is the encourage-
ment of the varied interests of raw recruits to the profession. Furthermore, the presenta-
tion of civic responsibility in a positive manner which appeals to normal curiosity can ac-
complish the desired result without the dangerous side-reaction of the stereotype.
Engineers can become invaluable citizens if we first convince ourselves, then others,
that we are not a distinct species set apart from the human race.
R.C.B.
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Everyone at one time or another
has seen books lined on a shelf,
but probably no one ever thought
of them as a beam. The books
as they are on the shelf would not be
a beam. Suppose a rope were tied
longitudinally around the books and
drawn up tightly. The row of books
could then be used as a beam carry-
ing its own weight and possibly some
external load. The fact that the row
of books can carry a load is made
possible by the rope, which puts a
compressive force on the books when
it is tightened. This is the basic
idea of prestressed concrete beams.
The principle of prestressed con-
crete relies on the fact that the com-
pressive strength of concrete is many
times greater than its tensile strength.
Concrete can be made with a crush-
ing strength of more than 6,000 p.s.i.,
but it is quite difficult to obtain
tensile strength over 350 p.s.i. or
bending resistances higher than 850
p.s.i. This is why concrete is rein-
By Lloyd McGrew, sr. c.e.
forced with steel bars in the direction
in which the tensile forces act. In
designing a concrete beam it is com-
mon practice to neglect the tension
in the concrete, assuming the steel
reinforcement takes all tension.
Under the working load, the con-
crete in tension generally cracks,
since it cannot conform to the normal
strain in the steel.
Another weakness of ordinary con-
crete is that the dimensions of a
beam are determined by the diagonal
tension. When the shearing force
is very great the beam has to be
large, and for long distances the dead
load would become too great for prac-
tical purposes.
High strength concrete is not used
in ordinary reinforced concrete be-
cause the size of the beam would be
reduced beyond the limit where the
amount of steel reinforcement needed
would be economical. High strength
steel cannot be used as the reinforce-
Walnut Lane Bridge, Philadelphia, the first and largest
prestressed concrete structure in this country.
ment because the strain in the high
strength steel is several times that
of ordinary mild steel.
Prestressed concrete is not being
widely used in this country. There
are only a few structures that have
been built using prestressed concrete
and these are only experimental
structures. The railroads are be-
ginning to show interest in pre-
stressed concrete for bridges and
some other types of concrete work.
However, the countries abroad are
using prestressed concrete quite ex-
tensively in their construction, since
labor is cheap and steel is at a pre-
mium. The technique of this con-
struction abroad has been applied
to a large variety of structures from
small foot bridges to multiple span
viaducts, and small sheds to large
hangars.
The materials used for prestressed
concrete do not differ greatly from
those used for ordinary reinforced
concrete. The steel used is a high
Example of prestressed concrete ceiling girders at Ghent,
Belgium.
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tensile strength steel and the con-
crete is a higher strength concrete
than is usually used.
The use of high tensile strength
steel is needed in prestressed con-
crete; this is the only great departure
from the materials used in ordinary
concrete construction. Some steel
alloy rods are used but most of the
reinforcement used is high strength
wire. The wire is usually cold
drawn and heat-treated. Some wire
is galvanized and some used un-
coated. The wire can be commercial-
ly obtained with several strands
twisted together; however, some sys-
tems prefer to assemble the indi-
vidual wires at the job site. The
specified minimum strength of the
prestressing wire is 200,000 p.s.i.
Sometimes higher strength wire is
available but a strength any lower
than 200,000 p.s.i. is seldom used.
The proportional limit is the im-
portant characteristic of the wire used
for prestressing concrete. Below the
proportional limit the wire performs
elastically but over this limit plastic
strains occur. When the plastic
strain occurs some of the prestress
is lost. A yield point stress of a high
strength wire is the stress where a
plastic or permanent strain of 0.002
inches per inch is equivalent to a
View of prestressed concrete
girders used in Walnut Lane slab.
Bridge.
loss in the steel prestress of about
60,000 p.s.i. However, in the high
tensile strength steel there is no dis-
tinct yield point at this strain, and
the stress must not be confused with
the proportional limit. European
engineers specify that the yield stress
must not be smaller than 0.7 or 0.8
times the minimum tensile strength
of the wire.
For wires that are pretensioned,
that is stretched before the concrete
is cast, the allowable initial stress
is 80% to 85% of the yield stress
or 60% to 70% of the minimum ten-
sile strength. In post-tensioning,
that is wire stressed after the con-
crete has hardened, the wire will lose
less of its initial stress than will the
pretensioned wire.
The wire when it is drawn has
internal stresses locked in it due to
the drawing process. By a time-
temperature process known as stress-
relieving, these internal stresses are
eliminated. Wire that has been stress
relieved will have a proportional
limit over two and one-half times
the wire that is used as it is drawn;
however, the tensile strength of the
two wires will be nearly the same.
The concrete used for the pre-
stressed concrete is higher in strength
than that ordinarily used in construe-
tion. The minimum strength used
now is 5,000 p.s.i. for a 28 day
cylinder strength. The strength is
obtained by specifying a water-ce-
ment ratio of five gallons of water
per bag of cement and a low slump
test of two to three inches. An
early strength concrete is quite de-
sirable because of the matter of
economy in production. A factory in
France produces concrete for joists
with a strength of 4,000 p.s.i. in less
than four hours.
A higher compressive stress in the
concrete is applied when first pre-
stressed because the initial concrete
stresses diminish considerably due to
creep and shrinkage. The stress de-
creases even more when the super-
imposed load is added.
One major purpose of prestressing
concrete is to make the entire beam
perform homogeneously, making the
top and bottom effective in develop-
ing stresses. The steel is designed to
do this. It is not until the ultimate
designed load is reached that the
steel acts as ordinary reinforcing, as
in regular reinforced concrete. Oc-
casionally there is tension developed
in the bottom fiber when a heavier
than designed load is used. Small
cracks may develop under this cir-
cumstance but the cracks close up
Continued on page 18
Testing America's first prestressed railroad trestle
End anchorage used in Wal-
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Why not machine it hot? Many
things—butter for one—cut easier
when hot. The hot spot machining
process looks good in theory and
works even better in practice. On a
5 H.P. lathe the cutting rate of a
high-strength alloy steel was in-
creased from 2.1 inches per hour to
270 inches per hour!
The principle of hot spot machining
is to heat metal just ahead of the
cutting tool. This is really a new
twist since the usual practice is to
cool the metal by pouring cooling
fluids on it. The hot cutting pro-
cedure makes it possible to machine
high-strength alloys that were pre-
viously thought almost "uncutable,"
this making possible increased pro-
duction and lower cost.
In order to see how increased
temperature can be of benefit to
metal removal, let's see what hap-
pens when a cutting tool is pushing
off metal. Three actions absorb
energy:
First—Shearing the stock. This is a
direct function of the shear
strength of the material.
Second—Deforming the chip after
it leaves the point of contact be-
tween tool and work.
Third—Friction created as the chips
are pushed across the top of the
tool. This is also a function of the
shear strength.
As a metal gets hot it loses its
strength, so that it takes less energy
to shear hot metal than it does to
shear cold metal. Again as it is
heated, the metal becomes more
plastic and it takes less energy to
deform hot chips than cold chips.
With shear and deformation energies
reduced, friction is reduced. There-
fore, it takes less power or energy
to cut hot metal than to cut cold
metal. Hot spot machining not only
reduces the energy required to make
a cut, but it also reduces tool failure
and increases tool life. The usual
procedure is to use large quantities
of coolant to keep the tool from get-
ting too hot, in the erroneous belief
Hot Spo
By Alfred]
that tools fail because of high tem-
perature produced by the cutting tip.
But a tool fails when pressure on
the tool tip exceeds the strength of
the tool material. This pressure is
the result of the same three com-
ponents: shear, deformation, and
friction. Coolant takes heat away
from the chips, increasing shear
strength, reducing plasticity, and in-
creasing friction. Thus coolant de-
feats its purpose by keeping the
pressure on the tool tip high and
making the tool easier to break.
Of course, temperature increase
also decreases the hardness of the
tool material as well as the work.
This is one limitation of hot machin-
ing since only carbide tools stand up
satisfactorily at high temperatures.
The basic concept of hot spot
machining is heating at the time of
cutting. The problem is to put the
heat in just fast enough so that only
the metal just ahead of the tool is
heated. A suitable heat source was
somewhat difficult to find. The early
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achining
sley, jr., m. e.
tests were made by heating the work
with a welding torch. Although easy
to install, this method is complicated
by flame splash, high cost of opera-
tion, intense light from the flame,
and by inefficiency through exces-
sive heating of tool and machine.
After some study, two other
methods were developed—inductive
heating and arc heating. Induction
heating allows fast, efficient, and con-
centrated heat, but is difficult to de-
sign and costly to install although
it is inexpensive to run and easy to
control. The unit used in tests con-
sisted of a pancake-type coil fitted
over the work piece, with the unit
mounted on the lathe carriage, travel-
ing just ahead of the tool. The
temperature produced is about
1500° F. at the surface and 1100° F.
at the base of the cut.
The other method, arc heating, is
much simpler to install and requires
very little high-priced equipment.
Some difficulty was experienced due
to nonuniformity of heating caused
by bringing cold metal under the arc
continually. This tended to ex-
tinguish the arc. The problem was
Flame Heating
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solved by two improvements, the
first of which consisted of superim-
posing a highfrequency voltage spark
on the arc. If the arc tended to go
out at any time, the spark would
maintain a core of ionized air and the
arc would strike again immediately.
Second, a magnetic stabilization of
the arc position was employed. For
the present, the electric arc method
of heating is preferred for the great
majority of commercial applications
of hot spot machining.
Hot spot machining is not a process
for use in your basement workshop;
used mostly in heavy industries, it
makes possible the machining of
tough steels that cannot be cut cold.
Unnecessary or even inadvisable on
easy-to-cut metals, but invaluable in
producing gas turbines or other high
temperature equipment, this method
reduces the necessity for slow and
costly finishing methods such as
grinding.
There are a few limitations to hot
spot machining. When machining
steel at 1500°F., chips come off as
one continuous red hot ribbon. Get-
ting rid of this ribbon is one minor
problem, solved by either winding
the ribbon on a reel or directing it
through a tube and then clipping it
into short lengths. Another possible
limitation is the accuracy of hot spot
machining. It is not a precision pro-
cess and probably wouldn't be used
on a turret lathe or screw machine.
But will it be possible to measure hot
metal with a micrometer? Would
such a micrometer reading be cor-
rect? Metal expands when it gets
hot, and this might prevent hot spot
machining from being used where
extreme accuracy is required. This
is one feature of hot spot machining
that needs developing.
Many phases of hot spot machining
have yet to be investigated. For
instance, most of the test machining
has been done with a square insert
type tool, but there is no assurar ce
that this is the test design. Then
too, industry is usually slow in
adopting new things. However, hot
spot machining has already proved
successful in some applications and
it should be an important factor in
metal cutting of the future.
Arc Heating
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Glee Club Goes Caroling
Undaunted by ice, snow and near-
zero temperatures, twenty-five mem-
bers of the Rose student body under
the sponsorship of the Rose Glee
Club took candles in their hands and
the spirit of Christmas in their voices
and sang Christmas carols on the cold
Sunday evening of December 16,
1951. The group sang at the Glenn
Orphan's Home, the County Home
for Colored Children, the Chauncey
Rose Home, the Crittenton Home, the
Fairbanks Home, Union Hospital and
at Guerin and Le Fer Halls at St.
Mary-of-the-Woods College.
At the Glenn Orphan's Home one
small bit of a female stared at the
carolers with such open mouthed
amazement that they melted and sang
"Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer"
though that selection had not been
included in the repertoire. At the
Fairbanks Home the group was in-
vited into the lounge where, after
singing carols, the club members sang
"The Halls of Ivy" a cappella. Glenn
Rout, Glee Club president was heard
to murmur, "Wow"; the ladies agreed
and asked for a repeat.
The arranger of the schedule rather
artlessly placed Guerin and Le Fer
Halls at the end of the list, thus
insuring full attendance throughout
the evening. At Guerin Hall the
girls sang with the carolers and even
added a few carols of their own.
Cups of hot chocolate were gracious-
ly served to the Rose men and only
after repeated whip-cracking did
business manager Pyle (plug) man-
age to get the crew separated from
the charming group of young ladies.
The same spirit flowed at Le Fer
Hall where the Woods upperclass-
women gleefully sang "Hark the
Herald Angels Shout, Three More
Days 'Til We Get Out!" This ended
the tour and the singers departed in
search of warm fires.
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By Duane Pyle, Sr. c.e., Carl Bals, sr. ch.e.,
Faculty please note: It had been
the intention of the carolers to carol
at the homes of the faculty members
living in Edgewood Grove and Robin-
wood on the way back from St.
Mary's but this plan was discarded
when some of the singers protested
that they had tests scheduled for the
Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday im-
mediately preceding the Christmas
vacation and that they needed to
get back to their test preparations.
"Sprechen Sie Deutsch?"
"Nein," answer the seven or eight
odd (either meaning applicable)
members of the Rose German Class
of 1951-52, section A. Dr. G. H.
Griinninger of DePauw University
reigns in room three on Tuesday and
Thursday afternoons from 4: 00 'til
5:30 and if you haven't been enjoying
your classes lately you are invited
to attend a session. As you enter,
late of course, Dr. Griinninger will
probably rain a torrent of unintel-
ligible German phrases at you. Play
it cool and say nothing; he'll think
you're just another one of his pupils.
Dr. Griinninger's German class has,
to date, enjoyed questioning three ex-
change students from Norway, two
from Germany, and one from Aus-
tria. Besides that, Doc brought over
an amateur magician (who, as coin-
cidence would have it, is flunking
German at De Pauw) for a Christ-
mas party. The party was, without
doubt, the best one held by any class
at Rose notwithstanding the fact that
it was probably the only one. Dr.
Grtinninger spoke for forty-five
minutes in German about Christmas
and New Year's celebrations in
Germany, after which the class was
entertained with magic trickery of
sorts. The last trick involved break-
ing a egg on the floor of the faculty
lounge and, after searching fruitless-
ly for something with which to mop
up the mess, the class departed shout-
ing "auf wiedersehen." The latter
phrase is easy to learn and conse-
quently is overworked by the mem-
bers of the class to the point of being
ridiculous. Well, auf wiedersehen!
Spectular Reaction Viewed by
Scientists
A few weeks ago a group of dis-
tinguished scientific scholars gathered
on the Rose campus to witness a
colorful and exciting reaction. This
reaction—no ordinary one, to say the
least—took place between two com-
mon substances—the sophomore class
and the freshman class. It seems
that one of these two substances
suddenly lost its characteristic green
covering. Without this protective
coating, it was exposed to react with
the other substance mentioned. Al-
most all the scholars studying the
matter agreed that some type of vio-
lent reaction would follow this
drastic change, but no one could
predict when the action would begin.
The reaction commenced immedi-
ately after the noon hour on the
fateful day when the color change
previously mentioned took place. The
initial action began as soon as the
two reactants came into contact. At
first the concentration of the sopho-
more class was much greater than
that of the freshman class, and as
a result the reaction was quite slow
and scattered. As time passed the
concentration of the freshman clas4
increased, and the reaction became
more centralized and violent. AmoqA
the more important features of the
reaction were the numerous colQrs
produced and the vast amount of
noise generated. The spectators
were amazed at the phantasmagoric




Jack Fare11, soph. ch.e., Jesse W. Foreman, soph. ch.e.
After a few minutes the concentra-
tion of both reactants reached a
maximum point and the reaction pro-
ceeded even more fiercely than had
been predicted. The onlooking
scholars, who were forced to observe
from a distance lest they be consumed
in the seething mass themselves, were
particularly impressed by the large
quantity of heat given off as the ac-
tion continued. Energy was "being
dissipated at such a rapid rate that
it appeared that the reaction would
soon slow down or cease. Fortun-
ately several active catalysts in the
form of upperclassmen were intro-
duced into the mass at this critical
point and the reaction continued
violently.
Had there been no alteration in
conditions, the reaction might have
continued for an hour or more. A
striking change occurred, however,
when a negative catalyst in the form
of Professor R. E. Hutchins entered
the reactive mass. Almost instantly
the reaction slowed down and soon
all signs of action had vanished.
As soon as the reaction had ceased
the products were separated, washed
and dried. A hasty investigation of
the situation revealed an amazing
fact. There was no difference be-
tween the original substances and
the final products. Only one signifi-
cant change had occurred. The green
covering had once more appeared on
the appropriktte reactant. Since that
memorable day the green color has
remained and no further reactions
have been noticed. Could it be that
this strange green coating is the
secret of the whole reaction?
Ready on the Firing Line
Back in action again this year
are the "marksmen" of Poly Tech,
the "sightless wonders" of the Rifle
Club. The club has had a very suc-
cessful season thus far, having shot
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and won three out of three matches.
All matches to date have been by
mail. The match is shot by the two
teams on their own range and the
scores are then exchanged by mail.
Arrangements are being made to
shoot several shoulder to shoulder
matches this spring.
President Warren Jones directs the
operations of the club and he is as-
sisted by veep Allen Forsaith and
secretary-treasurer Don Somes.
In addition to being secretary-
treasurer Don Somes is also the club
champion by virtue of a 381 score
out of a possible 400 in the champion-
ship match.
Major Robert M. Cam of the Mili-
tary Department scores and coaches
the team and helps arrange the
matches. He is aided by M /Sgt.
Ramsey and Sfc. Coupe.
The club roster includes John
Pirtle, Bob Johnson, Ken Porter, Rex
Hauser, Gerald Moore, Bill Ennis,
Mo Mardis, Dick Werking, Tom
Mizoguski, Bob Young, Francis Pzy-
bylski, Dick McGrew, Don Wood,
Bill Miller, Bill Johnson, James
McCulloch, Bob Mogle, Bill Supp,
Phil Kirk, Bud Hall, Gerald Mc-
Glone, and Duray Potter.
Letters Awarded at Football
Banquet
The 1951 grid campaign was
brought to an official close at the
annual grid banquet held at Deming
Hall. M.C. for the evening was
Prof. Carl Wischmeyer. He called
on Dr. Ford Wilkinson and Mike
Ellis for short speeches on the sub-
ject of football and then turned the
program over to Coach Phil Brown
who awarded the letters, sweaters
and senior jackets.
Sweater winners were Bob Rein-
king, Bill Scharpenberg, Jim Mook,
Bud Beaman, Ray Rice, Bill Boring,
Dick Kerestury, Rex Leonard, Bob
Mogle, Howard Davis, Erv Ulbrich,
Joe Verdeyen, Bill Stewart, Bill El-
sey, Larry Samuels, and Bob Rader.
Bud Teague received a Manager's
sweater.
'51 Grid Banquet
Continued on page 20
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By Fritz Wheeler, jr. e.e., Jack Vrydagh, jr. m.e.,
and John Rinker, jr. ch.e.
Pump Motors
Two giant 65,000-horsepower mo-
tors, second to none in power and
size, are now being installed at Grand
Coulee Darn by engineers of the
General Electric Company.
The huge motors, each weighing
more than 330 tons, will be used by
the new pumping station on the
Columbia River under a program de-
signed to help irrigate a vast expanse
of rich but dry land in south-central
Washington. The motors will drive
pumps, each of which is capable of
pumping enough water to supply the
daily needs of a city the size of New
York City. The motors, each 25-feet
high and measuring 100 feet around
the base, are more than 300,000 times
as powerful as the motor in an ordi-
nary home refrigerator.
Color TV Tube
A war-born electronic tube, once
used to jam German radar units, now
is being groomed to serve as a high-
power transmitter for color televi-
sion.
Details of the tube—described as
"the most powerful of its kind yet
developed"—were revealed to the
group in a series of papers by Dr.
Max Garbuny, Glenn Sheppard, and
Richard Hansen of the Westinghouse
Research Laboratories, who are col-
laborating in converting the device
to its new role.
Although emphasizing that the
tube—called a reflex Resnatron—is
still in the laboratory stage, the
scientists declared that "it opens the
road to more television stations,
greater range, and better reception,
particularly in the field of color tele-
vision."
"The reflex Resnatron in labora-
tory trials already has delivered ap-
proximately 1500 watts of power,"
Mr. Sheppard declared. "With modi-
fications now under way, it may be
possible to increase this output by as
much as six or seven times."
Greater power will mean more
complete coverage and greatly im-
proved reception.
The Resnatron achieves its ultra-
high frequencies by oscillating elec-
trons until they move back and forth
hundreds of millions of times a
second. Emitted from several heated
filaments and traveling in "bunches"
spaced slightly more than a billionth
of a second apart, the electrons reach
a part of the tube called a resonant
cavity—a hollow, copper-walled space
that oscillates at a particular high
frequency when excited by electrons
traveling at the same frequency.
The unique feature of the con-
verted Resnatron is its "reflex" ac-
tion. As the electrons speed from
the heated filament, accelerated by
10,000 volts of electricity, they meet
a "repeller" that turns them around
and directs them back to the positive
screen of the tube.
This increased length of travel en-
ables the reflex Resnatron to trans-
mit in bandwidths wide enough to
carry all the information needed for
good, clear color-television detail.
New Runway Light
The new lights have a one-piece
glass lens that distributes light in a
360 degree circle around the unit in
a definite pattern. Engineers de-
scribed the new multiple lens as an
oversized thimble, flattened on two
sides. The flat sides are lenses that
project a high candlepower beam of
light up and down the airport run-
way to outline the strip to the in-
coming pilot.
The curved side of the unit that
faces away from the -,inway dis-
tributes high intensity light fan-wise
through a 180-degree arc to indicate
to circling pilots the direction and
orientation of the runway. The
fourth side of the glass lens—the por-
tion that faces the runway itself—
permits only a minimum amount of
light to pass through it, so that it
will not distract or interfere with
the pilot's vision as he passes the
unit.
This new runway light uses a 200-
watt lamp and is equipped with a
200-watt insulating transformer. As
a safety feature, a breakable coupling
is installed between the column sup-
porting the unit and the base plate.
This coupling will break if the unit
is struck by a taxiing plane or other
vehicle, thus minimizing possible
damage to both the plane and the
runway light.
Continued on page 24
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Sigma Nu
Just before leaving on their
Christmas vacation the brothers of
Sigma Nu opened the Interfraternity
Basketball season by defeating the
fighting team of the Theta Xi fra-
ternity. The team was led to victory
by the sharp shooting of "Shot Gun"
Stewart and "12 Gage" Werking. The
score, although low, was decisive,
being 33 to 31. During the Christmas
vacation the team, although away
from the guiding influence of their
coach, continued to practice diligent-
ly at Sam's Subway.
Through an alumni donation the
Sigma Nu house has added to its
furnishings by purchasing twenty-
four new dining room chairs.
The vacant spot in the dining room
where a piano used to be will be
filled with a new piano that has been
recently purchased. The piano is an
upright in excellent condition and
now all we need is a piano player.
After an absence of approximately
two years the fraternity is happy to
welcome back to its folds ex-Sgt.
Gordon Huntington. Huntington was
recalled into active service in Sep-
tember 1950 and was sent to Korea,
where he spent over a year with a
rifle company in the Third Divi-
sion. He has just been discharged
from the service and will re-enter
Rose this term.
Rose, at this time, has quite a few
men in the service of their country.
There will be more in the future and
the men of Sigma Nu hope that the
other organizations of the school will
join them in their drive to back up
those that are gone. The men of
Sigma Nu are donating blood regu-
larly and are keeping up the morale
by writing. For years they have
been sending packages to a child in
Holland but this year they have de-
cided to send the package to some-
one in the service.
Alpha Tau Omega
The old year was rounded out in
grand style in the "halls of ATO,"
and the chapter was left in rare
spirits to greet 1952. Sunday, De-
cember 16, found the house bubbling
over with the antics of thirteen or-
phans from the Glenn Orphans'
Home. Any witness could see that
the actives were having as much or
more fun than the boys and girls.
Refreshments were served, movie
cartoons shown, and gifts were passed
out in the course of the afternoon.
There is now little doubt but what
this type of Christmas party will be-
come an annual affair for the orphans
and Gamma Gamma.
A stag at the house on Tuesday
night, December 18, found everyone
warming up for New Year's Eve. It
was sponsored by the "old" actives as
a token of their appreciation for a
Sunday afternoon of football enter-
tainment. The last pledge class,
along with the brilliant defense of
Fritz Wheeler, came through with a
startling upset over the "old men"
of the chapter. Final score?-46 to 0
in favor of the new actives, and a few
bruises in favor of the old actives.
Standouts on the winning team were
Gary Stoker, Louise Sasso, Jim
"Tiger" Matthews, Don McCune, Bob
Miller, Al Bosley, and Fritz Wheeler.
The losers boasted a lineup of "Jose"
Perona, Stan Updike, Harry "Speed"
Harris, Jim Myers, Ron Brunner,
Dick Englum, Chris Flesor, and
Clyde "Doc" Willian, who showed
up during the last quarter and added
a futile spark to the defeated.
Two engagements have recently
been announced. At the two meet-
ings preceding the Christmas vaca-
tion, David Leeds and Don McCune
passed out cigars and made public
the loss of their pins. Dave's addi-
tion to the ATO sweetheart's list was
Miss Norma Lee Schmalhausen of
Robinson, Illinois. Don pinned Miss
Joan Wyatt of Terre Haute and so
added another name to the list. Con-
gratulations to Dave and Don.
Theta Xi
Finishing out the old year in high
style Kappa Chapter of Theta Xi had
some very memorable events. The
annual Christmas Dance with the
music of Jimmy Holler followed by
a house party at the Theta Xi house
proved to be an evening not to be
soon forgotten. The following day
games, movies, singing, refreshments,
and gifts kept seventeen children
from the Glenn Home contented for
the afternoon. The members had al-
most as much fun as the children
did and it is quite probable that a
party will be given for them every
year in the future.
In order to get the New Year roll-
ing Kappa held a New Year's Eve
party which lasted until there was
no doubt as to whether or not the
New Year was here to stay. The
refreshments proved adequate as did
the entertainment and a most en-
joyable time was had by all.
Kappa wishes to extend its con-
gratulations to Jim Moulton who re-
cently became engaged to Miss Helen
Tindall. Miss Tindall is from Terre
Haute and is taking nurses training
at the Union Hospital School of
Nursing.
The new officers for Kappa Chap-
ter of Theta Xi were recently elected
for the first half of 1952. They are:
Gene Hailstone, President; Don
Somes, Vice-President; Rudy York,
Treasurer; Morris Griffiths, Senior
House Manager; Bob Reinking,
Junior House manager; William K.
Elsey, Corresponding Secretary.
Congratulations men!
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By Chris Sharpenberg, sr. m.e.
William Sharpenberg, fresh.
15 Charles N. Stevens, M. E.
passed away November 9, 1951.
Mr. Stevens was the president and
manager of the Milwaukee Boiler
Manufacturing Company in Milwau-
kee, Wisconsin.
'23 Buford W. Tyler, Ch. E., who
started as an engineering ap-
prentice with the Pennsylvania Rail-
road in 1925, became Superintendent
of the railroad's Pittsburgh Division.
During his 27 years with the Rail-
road, he has held many important
positions ranging from track super-
visor to division superintendent of
three divisions.
Mr. Tyler knew how important
railroads were to the national econo-
my and defense; and his education
and experience as an engineer in
industry enabled him to join the
Pennsylvania's training program for
junior engineers, where so many of
the road's top executives were started
on interesting and successful careers.
This practical course is open to
promising young graduates of ac-
credited engineering schools, and for
sixty years has developed men for
positions in management.
From his apprenticeship in the
maintenance-of-way department,
where he became an expert on track,
roadbed, signals, and other responsi-
bilities of the department, Mr. Tyler
advanced rapidly to varied engineer-
ing jobs, and to division superinten-
dencies with increasing responsibili-
ties. Ability and experience brought
him to the superintendency of the
Panhandle Division in March, 1948,
a position which he held until Janu-
ary first of this year when he was
promoted to his new post.
At 48, Mr. Tyler is typical of col-
lege graduates who began their
Pennsylvania Railroad careers as
junior engineers and reached posi-
tions of considerable responsibility
and trust within the shortest possible
time.
'25 Edward F. Rickelman, E. E.,
represented Rose Polytechnic
at the November 27, 1951, inaugura-
tion of Harlan Hatcher as the eighth
president of the University of Michi-
gan. Mr. Rickelman, vice-president
of the Buhl Manufacturing Company
of Detroit, was among the delegates
representing three hundred universi-
ties and colleges and one hundred
and seventy-eight learned and pro-
fessional societies.
Mar. '47 Robert A. Weinhardt,
E. E., has been pro-
moted to the position of manager of
the Component Parts Department of
the Collins Radio Company in Cedar
Rapids, Iowa. This department is
responsible for the industrial en-
gineering for the fabrication depart-
ments.
Dec. '47 Francis A. Heinz, M.E.,
was recently transfer-
red to Nellis Air Force Base, Las
Vegas, Nevada, where he is partici-
pating in a six weeks intensive
training in the jet fighter gunnery
program.
Lt. Heinz, who recently completed
his advanced pilot training at Wil-
liams Air Force Base, is receiving
instruction and flyir g practice
missions in the different phases of
aerial gunnery which includes dive-
bombing, skip-bombing, panel gun-
Eery, and rocket firing.
Nov.'49 Ira Joe Roberts, E. E.,
is now a second lieu-
tenant in the Signal Corps. He has
been stationed at Fort Monmouth,
New Jersey, taking a company
officer's course at the Signal Corps
School.
'51 Myron D. Hawk, C. E., is with
the California Division of
Highways in Fresno, California.
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CONFERENCE IN THE CLOUDS
Among the undergraduates on any college campus, you'll find
the talk reaching up to the clouds. And once in a while — in a class-
room, around a study table, or even in a bull session — a really big
idea is born.
Big ideas come, too, from the men and women in laboratones,
business offices, shops. But often these professionals are exploring
a path first glimpsed in college.
How do we know? Because of the many college people who
have come into the Bell System, where big ideas and a lot of dreams
have taken their place in progress. The human voice, carried along
a wire, first across a town, then a state, a nation, and now the world.
Music and pictures and things happening delivered into cities and
hamlets all across the land by radio and television networks.
We're always looking for the men and women who get big
ideas — whether they're about people, or machines, or ways of doing
things. It's the only way the Bell System can keep on giving this
country the best telephone service in the world.
BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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CONCRETE WITH A CABLE CORE
when the load is removed and the
cracked section will perform as well
as it did before it cracked.
Sometimes a small initial tensile
stress is put in the top fiber, thus
allowing a better proportioning of the
prestressed section. This means that
the centroid of the prestressing wire
can be moved closer to the bottom
fibers of the beam, inducing a greater
compressive stress to these fibers,
therefore increasing the strength of
the beam.
The designers of prestressed con-
crete structures have an approach to
the safety factor which is quite logi-
cal. Some designers of the more con-
ventional structures seem to lose
sight of the real factor of safety.
Among the load conditions in-
vestigated by prestressed concrete
designers are:
1. Prestress plus dead load of
girder.
2. Superimposed design load.
3. Load required to develop first
crack.
4. Load at which permanent strain
occurs.
5. Ultimate load.
When there are so many conditions
to consider, difficulty is found in pre-
paring specifications to meet the re-
quirements.
It is customary to specify that the
ultimate load be determined as a
multiple of the design load. There
have been several suggestions by dif-
ferent designers, each suggestion
varying slightly as to what multiple
of design load to use. Whatever the
final choice for the numerical value
of the safety factor may be, it is pre-
ferable for the live load safety factor
to be larger than the dead load factor.
In conventional reinforced con-
crete, bending failure occurs when
the tension in the reinforcement
reaches the yield point stress. The
steel then continues to stretch plas-
tically until the concrete reaches its
ultimate stress or strain, whichever
causes the concrete to fail in com-
pression. This kind of failure is
typical for under-reinforced sections
of prestressed concrete. The primary
failure is caused by plastic strain in
the steel and the secondary failure
of the concrete occurs in compres-
sion. When the plastic strain is
large enough to cause compression
failure, the stress in the steel is ap-
proaching its ultimate value. This
type of failure seldom occurs. For
practical purposes the ultimate re-
sisting moment of this section will
equal the force of the ultimate ten-
sile strength times the distance from
the compression concrete.




16 So. 7th St.
S. 
Terre Haute
Concluded from page 9
Quite frequently the cracking load
is given the top consideration in de-
sign, but investigation of loads where
cracking begins is showing that this
load is the least important of the
three overload conditions. When the
first small crack appears due to an
overload, the significance is only that
the beam is beginning to act as a
regular reinforced concrete beam.
When the overload is removed, the
cracks close and the prestressed beam
is as good as it was for carrying
loads. It should be emphasized that
the prestress under the above con-
ditions remains in tact as long as no
permanent deformations occur in the
materials.
The main obstacle to the use of
prestressed concrete in this country
now is the lack of design specifica-
tions. The current practice is to de-
sign prestressed concrete according
to existing structure. In cases where
certain requirements are not covered
by existing specifications, new speci-
fications are being prepared. Also
the patented foreign equipment used
in tensioning and fastening the pre-
stressing wires offers resistance to
the progress of prestressed concrete
in this country. Development of
prestressing equipment and anchor-
ages are being carried on in this
country to overcome this obstacle.
Another minor obstacle is the use
of a low-slump, high strength con-
crete, which we are not too ac-
customed to using. From the little
information on the uses of pre-
stressed concrete in the United
States and glances at the widespread
use of it in foreign countries, pre-
stressed concrete structures lend
themselves to locations where labor
and supervision are comparatively
cheap and structural materials rarer
and more costly.
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What's cooking...
From the raging heat of this furnace come basic materials for your stainless steel
kitchenware, plastic shower curtains, and man-made textiles
What's cooking in the seething, roaring fire of this electric
arc furnace?
The fingers? No! They represent what's doing the
cooking.
WHITE-HOT INFERNO—In the actual furnace the fingers
are giant rods of carbon or graphite, called electrodes, that
carry the heat-creating electricity. Carbon and graphite are
the only materials that can do this and stand up under the
terrific temperatures of 6,000 degrees or more.
In carbon arc furnaces, alloy metals used in producing
stainless steel are separated from their ores. Similar fur-
naces are used to make other tough and hard varieties of
fine steels for automobiles, airplanes and many other famil-
iar products.
SERVES YOU MANY WAYS—But steel making is only
one important way in which carbon and graphite serve you.
Motion picture screens are illuminated by the brilliant light
of the carbon arc. Calcium carbide, the source of many 30 EAST 42ND STREET pro NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
 UCC's Trade-marked Products of Alloys,Carbons,Chemicals,Gases,and Plastics include 
NATIONAL Carbons • ACHESON Electrodes • ELECTROMET Alloys and Metals • HAYNES STELLITE Alloys
PREST-O-LITE Acetylene • LINDE Oxygen • PYROVAX Gas • SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS
EYEREADY Flashlights and Batteries • PRESTONE and TREK Anti-Freezes • BAKELITE, KRENE, and VINYLICE Plastics
modern plastics, textiles and chemicals is an electric fur-
nace product. Without carbon we wouldn't have depend-
able, long-life dry batteries for flashlights, radios and hear-
ing aids.
WORK OF U CC —Creating carbon and graphite products
for an almost endless number of uses is one of the many
accomplishments of the people of Union Carbide.
STUDENTS and STUDENT ADVISERS
Learn more about the niany fields in which Union
Carbide offers career opportunities. Write for the
free illustrated booklet "Products and Processes"
which describes the various activities of UCC in the
fields of ALLOYS. CARBONS, CHEMICALS, GASES, and
PLASTICS. Ask for booklet N.4.
UNION CARBIDE
AND CARBON CORPORATION
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Dave Cotton, George Werking,
Chic Stafford, and Bob Ray received
manager's letters.
In line for senior jackets, when
they arrive, are Gene Hailstone,
Chris Scharpenberg, Dick Thomas,
Jim Dunlop, Leo Little, Tom Grins-
lade, Jim Moulton, Milton Danner,
and Morris Griffiths. R. C. Miller
received a jacket for managing the
team for three years.
Then Captain Tom Grinslade on
behalf of the team presented Mr. and
Mrs. Phil Brown with a table lighter
and two ash trays.
The banquet adjourned with the
showing of some football films.
Congratulations
Congratulations are in order for
Gene Hailstone, who was selected
most valuable player on the Fighting
Engineers 1951 grid squad and to
Jim Mook, who was elected captain
of the 1952 team by the unanimous
vote of the lettermen.
Rose Edges Huntington 77 to 75
The Carrmen started the season
with a bang by edging a determined
Huntington quintet in a very close
game 77 to 75. Harry Badger sealed
the verdict with a fielder in the last
25 seconds.
The Fighting Engineers were es-
pecially sharp at the free-throw line
as they converted 29 out of 34
charity tosses. Rose led 19 to 12,
40 to 36, and 61 to 51 at the quarter
narks.
Continued from page 13
Leo Little paced the Polymen with
19 points. Dick Green was a close
second with 15 points.
Engineers Shade Concordia
(Fort Wayne) 43 to 42
Rose staved off a desperate last
minute Concordia rally to clinch
their second straight victory of the
season.
The Engineers led all through the
contest and enjoyed a 5-point lead
with only three minutes left in the
game. At this point in the festivi-
ties the Concordia club caught fire
and pulled to within a single point
of the stalling Engineers.
Ralph Bennett was high scorer
with 12 points while Harry Zorman
collected 10 for runner-up honors.
Greenville Whips Rose 63 to 53
The Engineers lost their third
start of the season to a snappy Green-
ville five by a 63 to 53 margin.
Greenville had a slight 31 to 29
lead at the half but gradually in-
creased this to a 10-point edge at the
final gun.
Guard Leo Little led the Poly
scorers with a collection of 15 points.
Rose Dumps Concordia 58 to 50
An aroused crew of Fighting En-
gineers ran wild in the final period
to ice their third victory of the sea-
son. The final burst of scoring was
instigated by Don Snape who
dropped in four fielders, and bols-
tered by Dick Green, Mike Dragon






CHICKEN & STEAK DINNERS
For Reservations Phone C-8203 j
Don Snape led the scoring with 13
points. He was closely followed by
Ralph Bennett with 12 and Dick
Green with 9 points.
Engineers Edge Eureka 60 to 58
The Carrmen blew hot in the first
quarter to pile up a 17 to 9 margin
by the end of the first period. This
margin was shortlived, however, as
Eureka staged a comeback in the
second period to regain the lead 33
to 30.
The third period was a neck-and-
neck race which saw Eureka going
into the final period leading by 47
to 45. Then the Engineers shifted
into high and poured in the points
to grab their fourth victory in five
starts.
High-point honors went to Don
Snape and Harry Zorman with 14
and 13 points respectively.
Concordia (Fort Wayne)
Drops Engineers 58-55
The Fighting Engineers froze at
the foul line in the final period to
drop their second game of the season
to a scrappy Concordia five. Rose
led at the half 32 to 29 and although
the lead changed constantly all
through the third period the Poly-
men were still in front 45 to 44 at
the three-quarter mark. However,
Concordia scored as soon as the final
period started and was able to keep
command of the score for the re-
mainder of the contest.
Harry Badger and Don Snape each
canned 12 points while Harry Zor-
man came through with 9.
CAMPUS SURVEY—LIBRARY
Newly received in the Library is
the 1950 Annual volume of the En-
gineering Index. Again we repeat
our claims as to the usefulness and
scope of this reference work. Con-
sistent with our policy of continuing
to build up the Library to a desired
peak of efficiency, back numbers of
this Index have been ordered. Until
last year, the Library had not got
Continued on page 22




that opened a new era!
When Marconi, on December 12, 1901,
heard a "3-dot" radio signal—the letter
"S" in Morse Code—across 1,800 miles of
sea, it was an experimental triumph that
opened a new era in communications.
Before this historic event, wireless teleg-
raphy had been limited primarily to commu-
nications between the shore and ships at sea.
Marconi's success, however, was the fore-
runner of many other developments which
led eventually to RCA world-wide radio-
telegraph service that now operates more
than 80 direct circuits to 67 countries.
As radio progressed, its usefulness was ex-
panded by invention and development of the
electron tube, the harnessing of short waves
which made world-wide transmission a reality,
and the automatic transmission and reception
of messages at high speed.
Radio, with its magic of spoken words and music
broadcast over the world . . . television, the miracle
of pictures in motion transmitted through the air .. .
these mediums of modem communications have
added notable links in the chain of electronic ad-
vances first forged in 1901 from the mere sound
of three dots.
• • •
See the latest wonders in radio, television, and elec-
tronics at RCA Exhibition Hail, 36 W. 49th St., N. V.
Admission is free. Radio Corporation of America,
RCA Building, Radio City, New York 20, N. Y.
Three dots in Morse Code—sent from
England and received by Marconi in
Newfoundland—proved that wireless
signals could span the Atlantic.
Continue your education
with pay—at RCA
Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA
Victor—one of the world's foremost manu-
facturers of radio and electronic products
—offers you opportunity to gain valuable,
well-rounded training and experience at
a good salary with opportunities for ad-
vancement. Here are only five of the many
projects which offer unusual promise:
• Development and design of radio re-
ceivers ( including broadcast, short-wave
and FM circuits, television, and phono-
graph combinations).
• Advanced development and design of
AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F
induction heating, mobile communications
equipment, relay systems.
• Design of component parts such as
coils, loudspeakers, capacitors.
• Development and design of new re-
cording and producing methods.
• Design of receiving, power, cathode
ray, gas and photo tubes.
Write today to College Relations Divi-
sion, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey.
Also many opportunities for Mechanical
and Chemical Engineers and Physicists.
OM RAW° CORPOITATZOIV crr AMERFCA
Wor/c1 Leader in Raai.o—r-st in "Wevision
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these since 1927. Within the next
few months we will have the num-
bers since 1940 to date. In time,
it is hoped that we will possess the
complete Index, insofar as the an-
nual volumes are concerned.
Among the many new books re-
ceived of the kind suitable for
recreational reading are: Life's Pic-
ture History of Western Man. Our
highest praise goes to this extremely
beautiful book. Text or pictures,
taken singly, are equally worthwhile.
Together, they form a notable cor-
tribution to the western world, which
is our own.
New to us, although not recentl;
printed is Shelton Cheney's A Work
History of Art. Mr. Cheney has
written many books on variou ;
phases of art and he is a recognized
authority on the subject. Factual
information is enlarged by the au
thor's enthusiasm and skill in pre-
senting all art as being an experiencE ,
solely for its own sake.
Somewhat more serious is William
Wilson's A Hundred Years of
Physics. Mr. Wilson is Emeritus
Professor of Physics from the Uni-
versity of London. It begins with the
state of the physical sciences at the
beginning of the reign of Queen
Victoria and traces the development
of physics from 1840 to the present
day.
Thoroughly readable, but essential-
ly of a serious nature, is Here I
Stand by Roland H. Bainton. This
is a life of Martin Luther, written
by a staff member of the Yale Di-
vinity School. Martin Luther's in-
fluence cannot be denied in the 16th
century, when he lived, or today, four




There's a growing new pro•
fession in engineering — the
science of instrumentation —
the design, development and
improvement of the complex
electronic instruments which
are leading to the wider and
wider automation of our
weapons of defense and of
American Industry.
The booklet—"Engineering
at Arma"—describes this new
profession, and shows the ad-
vantages of a career with the
engineering staff of Arma.
Write for your copy today.
Engineering Division, Arma
Corporation, 254 36th Street,
Brooklyn 32, N. Y.
(111,11111114M12.'lltitIllile
INSTRUMENT 
hundred years later. A hobby of
the author is the collecting of medi-
aeval and Renaissance drawings,
woodcuts and engravings. The book
is illustrated with items drawn from
his collection.
It may be that A. E. Coppard has
been overlooked in this country, as
a writer of more than two hundred
short stories and as a stylist who
may be hard to equal. Collected
Tales by him, new in the Library, is
proof enough of this claim made by
his critics. A dip into this book
convinces one that Mr. Coppard is
indeed a master of the story.
To mention briefly we offer these:
Venture in the East, by Bruce Lan-
caster; The Emigrants, by Vilhelm
Moberg, and Earthworms in Europe,
by William H. Upson.
"When You Say It With Flowers
Say It With Ours"
THE BLOSSOM SHOP
Gladys Cowan Pound
113 N. 7th Street Telephone C-3828
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
Member of Telegraph Delivery Service
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What's Happening at CRUCIBLE





bar magnets in place.
Lionel uses Crucible Alnico in new
locomotive design
The Lionel Corporation, big name electrical toy manufacturer,
has pioneered in the design of miniature locomotives for
table-top railroading. One of the principal aims of this design
is to achieve the highest possible degree of adhesion between
the driving wheels and the track.
Lionel experimented with a conventional method of increas-
ing the traction (i.e. load up the driving axles with ballast
weights) . . . and then turned to magnetic materials.
Crucible alnico specialists were called in. Working in
close cooperation with Lionel engineers, the Lionel "Magne-
Traction" locomotive was born. As the name implies, "Magne-
Traction" utilizes magnetic attraction between powerful





By varying the number and strength of the magnets,
almost any desired degree of adhesion can be obtained.
In laboratory tests a light-weight plastic "Scout" loco-
motive whose normal train load is 4 cars, was able, after
installation of proper magnets, to pull a train of 24 cars,










pulled 28 cars instead of its usual load of 7 cars. Then
too, locomotives unable to start a normal 4 or 5 car
train on greater than 1 degree slope were able with the
special magnet assembly to pull them from a dead start
up a 50 slope, while the new twin-motor Lionel Pennsy
GG-1 scooted up a 15° slope (i.e. 37% grade) without
any apparent difficulty.
Crucible's part was twofold. Not only were Crucible
metallurgists and engineers active in the initial design,
but Crucible production experts precision cast these bar
magnets using plastic patterns. This is an innovation in
alnico magnet mass production. Commonly, alnico is
made in sand molds, and usually requires a great deal of
finishing, but with precision-cast alnico magnets expen-
sive machining is cut to a minimum.
Engineering Service Available
Your permanent magnet problem will receive the same
experienced consideration from Crucible's unsurpassed
staff of metallurgists and production specialists. Please
give full details. Crucible Steel Company of America,
General Sales Offices, Oliver Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
first name in special purpose steels
Midland Works, Midland, Pa. • Spaulding Works, Harrison, N.J. • Park Works, Pittsburgh, Pa. • Spring Works, Pittsburgh, Pa.
National Drawn Works, East Liverpool, Ohio • Sanderson-Halcomb Works, Syracuse, N. Y. • Trent Tube Company, East Troy, Wisconsin
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A new one-piece electrically-
heated flying suit has been developed
that will protect airmen from the
rigors of frostbite in temperatures as
low as -65° F.
The new model is an easy-to-wear
one-piece coverall which, when worn
with electrically-heated gloves and
footwear, will keep its wearer com-
fortably warm for well over forty-
eight hours at the frigid tempera-
tures of high altitudes.
Electrically-heated clothing won its
laurels during World War II when
supplemental heat for aircrews on
high-altitude missions was found
necessary. The Air Force hit on the
solution by incorporating electrical
heating elements in flying suits,
gloves, and shoes.
The latest suit, end product of
more than four years of continuous
research by clothing experts, can
be worn over standard uniforms and
is as warm as a heavy flying suit,
even without use of its electrical
unit.
A veteran of several thousand
hours of service testing in Alaska,
the new electrically-heated suit, of-
ficially dubbed the G-1, boasts the
best, safest, and strongest heating
elements yet developed, plus a new
control that enables the wearer to
select 1/3, 2/3, or full wattage from
a switch at his fingertips.
The wiring is designed to give an
even distribution of heat to all areas
of the body through heating elements
that are divided into three areas and
wired in parallel circuits. Circuits
are arranged so that shoes and gloves
can receive normal electrical cur-
rent even if wattage of the heated
suit itself has been reduced.





ART WORK PHOTOSTAT COPIES
TERRE HAUTE ENGRAVING CO.
920 POPLAR STPHONE (-2151
Continued from page 14
for electrically-heated clothing. Most
of its predecessors consisted of four
pieces—an outer jacket and trousers,
plus a two-piece inner lining which
carried the electrical wires. The
new one-piece suit is made up of an
outer nylon shell, a nylon inner
lining, double-faced wool pile inner
lining and a cotton inner lining
which carries the resistance wires.
Another new design feature is a
parka hood which hangs from the
collar of the suit while flying but is
available in case of emergency.
A 500-Volt Megohmmeter for
Insulation Testing
The New General Radio Megohm-
meter, Type 1862-A, has been speci-
fically designed for the rapid meas-
urement of insulation resistance, as
well as general resistance testing
such as the measurement of high-
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What decides wages?
What you and I produce
THERE 
IS ONE RULE OF NATURE that all the
governments, laws, unions and contracts cannot
change: a man can be paid only out of what he pro-
duces, and the more he produces the more he can earn.
AND, that line "Factory wage per man-hour,"
shown in the chart at right, has gone up and up
only as American business has put better and better
machines to team up with American workers.
Machines help the worker produce more and so
earn more.
And machines can come only from the savings of
investors—the savings made out of investor profits.
So—profits plus machines plus workers who use
them well, equal constantly rising savings and
standard of living. Whoever attacks profits is attack-















FACTORY &AGE PER MAN-HOUR
$1.76
$146
1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950
Production per man-hour represents the total national
income produced per man-hour worked by all
employed persons. Factory wage represents average
hourly earnings of factory.workers. All figures are in
dollars of 1950 buying power to eliminate price
changes, and show real purchasing power.








YOU CAN MACHINE IT BETTER, FASTER, FOR LESS WITH WARNER & SWASEY TURRET LATHES, AUTOMATICS AND TAPPING MACHINES
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Concluded from page 24
valued resistors. Consequently, it
has a considerably wider field of ap-
plication than its predecessor, the
Type 1861-A.
Since insulating materials usually
exhibit a marked voltage coefficient
of resistance, it is necessary for pur-
poses of standardization that meas-
urement be made at one of the ac-
cepted standard voltage levels, and
the level most commonly agreed up-
on by professional and industrial
groups is 500 volts. The new meg-
ohmmeter applies a constant 500
volts to the resistance under test and
is well suited to testing the insula-
tion of rotating electrical machinery,
transformers, capacitors, cables, and
household appliances in production,
in the repair shop, and in the field.
Even though a balanced circuit is
used, the plate supply of the vacuum-
tube voltmeter is stablized by a
glow-discharge type of voltage-
regulator tube (0B2) to eliminate
all possible errors due to line-voltage
fluctuations.
Similarly, the 500-volt supply is
stabilized against line-voltage fluc-
tuations. The degenerative series-
regulator type of stabilizing circuit
is used. The circuit constants are
selected to maintain 500 volts across
the unknown resistor for all resist-
ance values within the range of the
instrument but, if a resistance ap-
preciably less than 1/2 megohm is
connected, the voltage of the supply
will drop rapidly to limit the current
to a safe value (less than 30-ma d-c
at short circuit in the worst case).
The six resistance standards are
accurate to 1% or better. A check
position of the control switch simpli-
fies any readjustment of the calibra-
tion occasioned by aging or replace-
ment of tubes.
partners in creating
• For many years K&E has pioneered in the manufacture
and development of finest quality surveying instruments.
K&E surveying instruments are renowned all over the world
for their superb performance under conditions of all kinds,
for their magnificent workmanship and for special features
that come of progressive ingenuity.
KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
EST le,
NEW YORK • HOBOKEN, N. .1.











Archimedes once said that if he
had a lever and a place to stand he
could lift the earth. At first glance
this statement seems harmless, but
a little examination will show that
Archimedes would have had a hard
time of it.
The earth weighs approximately
1.315 x 1024 pounds; for convenience
we will assume that Archimedes
weighed 131.5 pounds. This means
that the earth is 1022 times as heavy
as Archimedes and that if the ful-
crum were to be placed one mile
from the earth, Archimedes would
be 1022 miles or 1.70 x 109 light
years away. If Archimedes started
his journey 1,700,000,000 years ago
(in the Archeozoic Era) he would
just now have arrived at his end
of the lever.
Now if Archimedes wanted to lift
the earth through an arc of one inch,
he'd have to travel through an arc
of 1022 inches, which would take him
26,850 years, traveling at the speed
of light.
One thing, however, has not been
taken into account; since the center
of mass of a uniform beam is at its
midpoint, a beam 1022 miles long
which weighed twice as much as
Archimedes (263) lbs.) would do
the job without Archimedes having
to be there at all. This beam would
weight only 2.63 x 10 2" pounds per
mile of length and would be only
13.66 x 10-10 inches in diameter if
made of iron. Since the effective
radius of an iron atom is 1.25 Angs-
trom units or 9.84 x 10 9 inches, the
wire would be only 1/ 7200th the
diameter of an iron atom.
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THE DU PONT
DIGEST
Ch. E's at Du Pont
New products mean new opportunities
for chemical engineers
STUDYING "Teflon- tetralluoroethylene resin
insulating material with special apparatus:
K. F. Richards, B.S.Ch.E., Cornell '48; and
E. K. Holden, M.S.Ch.E., Delaware '48.
To you as a student chemical engi-
neer, what does this statement bring
to mind:
Nearly two-thirds of Du Pont's cur-
rent sales are in products entirely
or virtually unknown in 1930.
Likely it suggests years of solving
intriguing engineering problems, the
designing of unique equipment, the
carrying out of reactions under ex-
traordinary conditions.
But it should also suggest the op-
portunities that will come to chemi-
cal engineers in the future. For at
Du Pont, new and better products
are continually being developed.
From today's extended program of
fundamental research you can expect
more neoprenes, more nylons, more
plastics like "Teflon" tetrafluoro-
ethylene resin.
As these products come out of the
laboratory, they will bring with them
a succession of interesting and chal-
lenging problems for the chemical
engineer. Problems that will arise
out of their very newness.
For instance, take nylon, the first
CHECKING a multi-stage carbon-monoxide com-
pressor used in semi-works operations: R. L.
Stearns, B.S.Ch.E., Yale '49; and H. Peter-
son, B.S.Ch.E., Northeastern University '42.
wholly synthetic organic fiber. In
working out techniques for its com-
mercial manufacture, there was
practically nothing to go on. The
compounds of which it was made,
hexamethylenediamine and adipic
acid, were essentially laboratory
chemicals. Processes had to be de-
vised to make them from cheap raw
materials—benzene, hydrogen, air
and ammonia. Large-scale prepara-
tion of nylon salt from amine and
acid required going beyond the clas-
sical unit operations.
Here for the first time it was pro-
posed to extrude a fiber with extreme
accuracy from a melted polymer at
290°C. At this temperature the poly-
mer decomposes slowly. It had to be
melted, pumped at 5000 p.s.i. pres-
sure through microscopic holes and
cooled in a hurry. Otherwise the fiber
would emerge discolored.
The Du Pont chemical and me-
chanical engineers and other men
and women who worked with them
ran into one difficulty after another.
More than once they thought that the
CHEMICAL engineers supervise preparation of
larger-than-laboratory batches of chemicals ire
Du Pont's Special Service Laboratory.
[ FIRST OF A SERIES 1
CHARGING experimental polymers to spinning
machine: 0. C. Wetmore, Ph.D .Phys.Ch., New
York U.'44; D. A. Smith, B.S.M.E., Purdue
40 ; and C.O. King,Sc.D.Ch.E., M ichigan' 43.
project would have to be abandoned..
However, it is basic in Du Pont
people's philosophy not only to take
on difficult pioneering problems, but
to see them through. With nylon,
this persistence paid off handsomely.
Is this the kind of problem you'd
like to attack, the kind of people
you'd like to work with?
NEXT MONTH — Opportunities for
chemical engineers in research and de-
velopment will be discussed in the sec-
ond article in this series. Watch for it!
WRITE FOR 40-page booklet, "The
Du Pont Company and the College
Graduate." Address: 2521 Ne-
mours Building, Wilmington, Del.
dPUN)
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BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
. . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY
Entertaining, Informative — Listen to "Cavalcade of




Lazy—guy taking out a girl and
hoping she'll say no.
Messenger: "0 King, some
women await without."
King: "Without what?"
Messenger: "Without food and
clothing."
King: "Well, bring 'em in and
feed 'ern."
Girl: "My new boy friend and I
went swimming and I didn't have
anything on—"
Mama: "Good heavens!"
Girl: "—my head and that's why
my hair is all wet."
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By John Voelker, jr. m.e.
pson, jr. c.e., and Dick Bosshar
Chem. E.: "Every time I kiss
you it makes me a better man."
Coed: "Why try to get to heaven
in one night?"
Then there was the man who
cleaned his shotgun on the front
porch, and the next day his daugh-
ter had eight proposals.
Girl: "Horace was over to my
house last night, and as he started
to leave he asked me to wear his
pin, but I had to tell him I couldn't
until I knew him better."
Gal: "But your wearing it now."
Girl: "Well, you see he didn't
leave right then."
"There goes old blabbermouth, now the whole neighborlioodll know."
dt. fresh.
I think that I shall never see
A girl refuse a meal that's free;
A girl with hungry eyes not fixed
Upon a drink that's being mixed;..
A girl that doesn't like to wear
A lot of junk to match her hair;
But girls are loved by guys like me
'Cause damn if I will kiss a tree.
ROTC Student: "One piece fits
me."
Supply Sgt.: "Yeah? Which?"
ROTC Student: "The necktie."
Col. Brook: "Cadet, where's the
balance of your rifle?"
Coddington: "This is all they
gave me, sir."
Definition of an extreme op-
timist: A man who sits in the back
row of a burlesque house and winks
at the chorus.
It is remarkable how many
doubtful meanings an allegedly






"Curse it, curse it!" cried the
villain as he reached for the hero-
ine.
n'ain't neither," she replied, "it's
only a girdle!"
"Darling, let's have a secret love
code; if you nod I can hold your
hands and if you smile I can kiss
your lips."




























the engineer's partner all along the way
• Photography proves itself an important and valuable ally all
through engineering.
Its speed in copying and reproducing data saves valuable
time. Its use in radiography and instrument recording improves
manufacturing processes and finished products. High speed
movies help solve design problems.
Applications of photography in science and industry are
steadily multiplying. This has attracted graduates in the physi-
cal sciences and engineering to find positions with the Eastman
Kodak Company. If you are interested, consult your placement
office about arranging an interview with an Eastman represent-
ative, or write direct to Business and Technical Personnel De-
partment, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.
FUNCTIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY
serves industrial, commercial, and scientific progress
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Here photographic oscillograph
traces become an indisputable part of
an engineer's notes, recording the
effect of a new electronic circuit
element on wave form. This record of
performance stands ready for new
evaluation at any time.
TRADE-MARK
We conducted a polrof '41 graduates to find out:
HOW HAVE THEY MADE OUT IN
10 YEARS WITH GENERAL ELECTRIC?
Here are the results:
1. TRAINING. On the average, college graduates who
came with General Electric in 1941 have taken between
three and four Company-run training courses. Some have
taken as many as seven. These have included courses in
business management and accounting, in sales, manufac-
turing, and in many phases of engineering. Graduates re-
port that this training has been a big help in furthering
their careers. As one expressed it: "These courses are
essential to certain fields of endeavor—so essential I am
still signing up for additional courses."
Other comments: "These programs are not the purely
academic ones of school days. They are practical, interest-
ing, enable one to do a better job and enjoy it more."
"The G-E Sales Training Program was definitely instru-
mental in helping me find my present position." The train-
ing programs have been a very essential link between my
college training and my present work." "I wish I could
have known then how valuable these courses were going
to be later." "They confirmed my original opinion that
G.E. offered the best training for engineers."
2. EXPERIENCE. These graduates have had an average
of three different rotating assignments in various phases
of the Company's work. A typical example included assign-
ments in radio test, in motors and generators, and in the
industrial control development laboratory. Graduates ex-
press three main benefits derived from the G-E rotational
job programs:
a. They provided opportunities for deciding on a defi-
nite field of interest. Typical comment: "I didn't know
what kind of work I wanted to do. Rotating assignments
helped me make up my mind."
b. They complemented college training with practical
experience. "They helped me realize methods of manu-
facture and testing of different apparatus."
c. They provided valuable associations and contacts.
"Changing jobs five times brought me a variety of friends
and contacts I'm still grateful for."
3. PROGRESS AND ADVANCEMENT. 88 per cent
reported that they felt their progress in General Electric
has been satisfactory. Nine per cent described their progress
as "average, so-so," with three per cent reporting "un-
satisfactory."
Comments: "It's been no Horatio Alger success story,
but I feel pretty good about it." "If next 10 years have
the same trend, will be very happy." "Satisfactory and
entirely fair." "I don't know anyone on the outside who
has done any better in the same time." "Satisfactory.
I've been a G-E salesman, field engineer, and am now
group leader in a G-E design engineering department."
"I have felt like a kid in a candy story owned by his
father. There are lots of choices and his only problem is
to pick out what he likes best."
*Facts and statements in this advertisement were compiled from a questionnaire submitted to '41 graduates still with
General Electric. Participants returned questionnaires unsigned, enabling them to be full and frank in their answers.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC
